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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
TECHNICAIJNOTE 4184 .
WUREMENT OF STATIC PRJHSURX ON AIRCRAFT
By William Gracey
NJ’MMARY
Existing data on the errors involved in the measurement of static
pressure by means of static-pressure tubes and fuselage vents are pre-
sented. The errors associated with the various design features of static-
pressure tubes sre discussed for the condition of zero angle of attack
and for the case where the tube is inclined to the flow. Errors which
result from variations in the configuration of static-pressure vents are
also presented. Errors due to the position of a static-pressure tube in
the flow field of the airplane are given for locations ahead of the flwe-
lage nose, ahead of the wing tip, and ahead of the vertical tail fin.
The errors of static-pressure vents on the fuselage of an airplane are
also presented.
A comparison of the calibrations of the four static-pressure-
measuring installations indicates that, for an airplane designed to
operate at supersonic speeds, a static-pressure t@e located ehead of
the fuselage.nose will, in general, be the most desirable installation.
If the operating range is confined to speeds below sonic, a static-
pressure tube located shead of the wing tip may, for some airplane con-
figurations, prove more satisfactory than a &eI-age-nose installation.
For operation at Mach nunbers below 0.8, a static-pressure ttie shead
of the vertical tail fin or fuselage vents, properly located and instal-
led, should prove satisfactory.
Vsrious methods of calibrating static-pressure installations in
flight are briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The proper functioning of fire-control and guidance systems for air-
planes snd missiles depends fkdsmentaJly on the accurate measurement
of total and static pressures. For each of these measurements the basic
problem is that of determining what type of sensing device to use zmd
where to locate it on the flight vehicle.
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The National”Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has been studying .*
this problem for msmy years. A comprehensive survey of the mibject,
based on information obtained at subsonic speeds, was ptilished in 1948
(ref. 1). Since that the additional data have been obtained fromwind- .
tunnel, rocket-model, and flight tests in the transonic and low super-
sonic speed ranges. Because of current interest in this information,
it appeared appropriate at this time to present these data end to review
the overall problem in the light of this new knowledge.
The measurement of total.pressure is not discussed in this report
because this measurement canbe accomplished quite accurately with little
or no difficulty and because the subject has been adequately treated
in other reports. The problems involved in the design and location of
a total-pressure ttie on the airplane are discussed in reference 1.
The only error of any consequence in the measurement of totsl pressure
is that due to the inclination of the tube to the airstresm. This error
can be avoided by using a swiveling tube or a suit~ly designed rigid
tube. Information required for designing a rigid lnibewhich will measure
total pressure correctly over a wide range of angle of attack at both
subsonic and supersonic speeds may be found in reference 2.
SYMBOIS
P free-strewn static pressure
P’ indicated static pressure
4 static-pressureerror, p’ - p
Pt total pressure
q dynsmic pressure,
qc impact pressure,
&
Pt-P
M free-stream Mach nuier
M’ measured Mach nuniber
T snibienttemperature, absolute units
T1 measured temperature, dbsolute units
K T’-Ttemperature recovery factor, —
0.2M2T
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P mass density of air
R gas constant, 53.3
‘Re Reynolds nuniber
r radius of curvature
CL lift coefficient
h
d
D
t
1
2’
x
Y
a
~
normal-force coefficient
3
altitude -
dismeter of static-pressure tubej dismeter of orifice
dismeter of collsx on static-pressuret~bej msximum dismeter
of model or fuselage
maximum thickness of stem on static-pressure ttiej maximum
thiclmess of wing or vertical tail fin
length of model
twice distsmce from nose of model to msximsuu-dismeterstation
axial position of static-pressure orifice from reference point
height of protuber~ce nesr static-pressureorifice
angle of attack
circumferential.position of static-pressure orifices
Y ratio
Subscripts:
1 lower
2 upper
of specific heats, 1.4 for air
limit
limit
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STATIC-PRESSUREmAslmEMENT
The sensing device which has been universally used for the measure-
ment of static pressure is a surface orifice oriented psrallel to the
flight path. Orifices are installed either in the walls of the body of
the aircraft or on a tube attached to some part of the aircraft. In
either case the pressure at the point in the airstream where the orifice
is located usually differs from the free-stream value because the air
flowing over the aircraft creates a flow field in which the pressures
vary widely from one point to another. At subsonic speeds the flow field
extends in aXl directions for a considerable distance from the aircraft.
At supersonic speeds the field is confinedto the regions behind the
shock waves which form ahead of the aircraft.
The mount by which the local static pressure at a given point in
the flow field differs from free-stream static pressure is called the
“position error” of the installation. If the static-pressuresource is
a static-pressuretube, there may be an additional error due to the flow
field createdby the tube. The flow field around the aircraft as well
as that around the tube changes primsrily with Mach number and angle of
attack and, secondarily,with Reynolds number. The pressure developed
at the static-pressureorifice is, therefore, a function of these
variables.
The most difficult problem in designing a static-pressureinstal-
lation is that of locating the static-pressuresource (tube or vent)
on the aircraft, because the flow field of each aircraft configuration
is unique. Because of the impossibility of finding a location on or
close to the aircraft where the static-pressureerror is zero for all
flight conditions, the problem becomes one of choosing a location where
the error is of sufficiently small magnitude or where it varies uniformly
with Mach number and angle of attack. Genera21y, the greater the distance
from the aircraft that the static-pressuresource cen be located (prefer-
ably ahead of the aircraft), the more nearly will this objective be real-
ized. For such remote locations of the static-pressuresource, the msg-
nitude and variation of the static-pressureerror can be predicted with
some success from the calibrations of similar installations on other
aircraft.
The actual errors of a given installation,however, canbe deter-
mined onlyby a calibration in flight. Such a flight calibration estab-
lishes the overall static-pressureerror, that is, the error due to the
location of the static-pressuresource and the error due to the source
itself. If the resulting errors are higher than desired, corrections
nqrbe applied either before or after the pressure indication is dis-
played. Even when corrections canbe ap@ied, however, it is advisable
to choose an installationwith as small an error as practical because,
P
.
.
.
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* in general, the greater the magnitude of the corrections
will change with each change in flight condition snd the
5
the more they
more inaccurate
and involved will be the calibration and correction procedure.
.
Inaccuracies in static-pressuremeasurement msy also arise from
instrument errors and from errors due to pressure lag of the tubing
that connects the instrument to the static-pressure source. A general
discussion of instrument and pressure-lsg errors msy be found in ref-
erence 1. Other aspects of the pressure-lag problem are treated in
references 3 and 4.
STATIC-PRESSURE ERRORS OF TUBES
The flow field around an isolated static-pressuretube is determined
by the shape of the nose section, the size ad shape of sny protuberance
on the rear portion of the tube, the Mach number, the angle of attack,
and the Reynolds number.
EDibesat Zero Angle of Attack
For the condition of zero sngle of attack, the pressure registered
by a static-pressure tube at a given Mach numiberdepends on the sxial
. location of the orifices along the tube smd the size and configuration
of the orifices.
. Axial location of orifices rearward of the nose.- The variation of
static pressure along a static-pressuretube may be illustratedby two
examples of theoretical pressure distributions over the forward portions
of tubes at zero angle of attack. Figure 1 presents a subsonic (incom-
pressible flow) pressure distribution for a tfie with a pardbolic nose
(ref. 5) and a typicsl supersonic pressure distribution for a the with
a conical nose.
The synibol Ap in this figure denotes the static-pressure error,
which is defined by the relation 4 = p’ - p, where pt is the static
pressure measuredly the tube and p is free-stream static pressure.
For the theoretical case considered in figure 1, Ap is expressed as
a fraction of the dynsmic pressure ~j for most of the qertientsl data
presented sLibsequently,4 is expressed as a fraction of the @act
pressure qc. With a few exceptions, the values of @/q and Aq/~
sre in all cases plotted to the ssme scale.
The two curves in figure 1 show that, downstream from the end of
.
the nose sections, the pressures at subsonic and supersonic speeds are
below free-stream static pressure. With increasing distance from the
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nose, the pressures in both speed ranges approach the free-stresm vslue.
At supersonic speeds, howev&?, the return to free-stresm pressure occurs
farther downstream. The axial location of orifices on a tube designed
to function at both subsonic and supersonic speeds would, therefore, be
determined by the >ressure distribution at supersonic speeds.
.
Experimental data showing the variation of static-pressureerror
with axial location of orifices on three tubes sre presented in figure 2.
The subsonic data were obtained with a tube with a truncated ogival nose
(ref. 6), where= the supersonic data were determined.with tubes having
a more elongated truncated ogival nose (ref. 7) and a conical nose
(ref. 8). Note that the axial locations of the orifices on these tubes
are referenced to the end of the nose section rather than the tip of
the nose as in figure 1. The data from investigations conducted with
these tubes show that at subsonic speeds (M = 0.6 to 0.9) a static-
pressure error of l/2 percent of q= is reached at a distance of 4 ttie
disneters behind the end of the nose section. At supersonic speeds
(M = 1.55 to 2.87) an error of 1/2 percent of qc is reached at 5 to
7 diameters rearward of the nose section.
The effect of varying the shape of the nose of a static-pressure
tube has slso been determined at both subsonic and supersonic speeds.
Subsonic tests (M = 0.3 to 0.95) of tubes having hemispherical, ogival,
and truncated ogivsl noses showed that, when the orifices were located 6
or more tube dianeters behind the end of the nose section, the static-
pressure errors of the three tubes were in close agreement (ref. 6).
*
Supersonic tests (M = 1.61.) of tubes having cylindrical,hemispherical,
300 conical, short ogivsl, and long ogival noses showed that, for orifice -
locations at least 10 diameters rearward of the nose section, the meas-
ured ressures were substantially independent of the shape of the
nose ?refa 9).
From all of these results, it maybe concluded that a tfie with
orifices located 10 or more dismeters behind the end of the nose section
measures free-stream static pressure with small error at both subsonic
and supersonic speeds and that for this axial location of the orifices
the measured pressure is unaffected by the shape of the nose.
The investigationsreferred to in the previous psmgraphs were con-
ducted with small-scale tubes in small-throatedtunnels. Tests of a
larger (0.97-inch-diameter)tube in the Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel
provide full-scale confirmation of this work at subsonic speedsr This
tube had a truncated ogival nose with orifices located 7.8 diameters
rearward of the end of the nose section. The calibration of this tube
(fig. 3) shows the static-pressure error to be within fl/2 percent
of qc up to M= 0.95.
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9 Axial location of orifices ahead of protuberances.- The pressure
1 developed by a statit-pressure tube depends not only on the axial loca-
tion of the orifices behind the nose but also on the location ahead of
.
protuberances on the rear of the tube. Rrottierances msyhe either trans-
verse stems or collars (acpansion of ttie to accommodate a support or boom
of larger dismeter thsn lxibe).
The effect of a“trsnsverse stem-be seen from figure 4, which
presents the theoretical pressure distribution (incompressibleflow)
ahead of a body of infinite span (ref. 5). The static-pressure errors
shown by this curve would apply to a tbe with a stem exbending from
two sides; for a stem extending frmn only one side, the values would
be halved. It will be seen from figure k that the static-pressure error
due to the stem (“blocking effect”) is positive and decreases rapidly
with increasing distance from the stem.
Experimental effects at mibsonic speeds of a streamlined stem
extending on one side of a tu3e (ref. 6) we given in figure ~. These
data show that the static-pressure error decreases with distsnce ahead
of the stem smd increases, at high subsonic speeds, with Mach ntier.
For orifices located a distance of *out 10 times the stem thiclmess
ahead of the stem, the static-pressure error will be within 1/2 percent
of qc for Mach nunibersup to 0.7. The fact that the error caused by
protuberances is positive is often used in the design of a static-pressure
tube to compensate for the negative error due to the yressure distribution
.
along the forward portion of the tube.
. Data from reference 6 on the blocking effect of collars at mibsonic
speeds are presented in figure 6. h these tests the ratio of collar
diemeter to tube dismeter was fixed and the position of the collar with
respect to the orifices was varied. The distsnce of the orifices from
the nose section (I2 tube dismeters) was such that the error of the tube
without the collar was essentially zero. The results indicate that the
static-pressure error decreases with distance of the collar frmn the
orifices and that, for x/D greater than 3.2, the vsriation of static-
pressure error with Mach nmiber is negligible up to M = 0.95
with a = 00. The data shown in this figure apply to a ratio of collar
to the diameter D/d of 1.43; for lsrger values of D/d, the blocking
effect of the collar will be greater.
The calibration of a 0.91-inch-dismeterttie with a collar behind
the orifices and a = @ is given in figure 7. These data, obtained
from tests in the Langley 8-foot trsnsonic tunnel, show the static-
pressure error to be about +1/2 percent of ~ .up to M = 0.9. Tests
of similsr tubes in other wind tunnels (refs. 10 and 11) showed the errors
. below M = 0.9 to be as high as 2 percent of ~.
.
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Tubes at Augles of Attack
The pressure
attack other than
fices but slso on
developed by a static-pressuretube at an angle of
0° depends not only on the sxial location of the ori-
their circumferential.positions. When orifices encircle
the tube, the measured static pressure d~creases with inclination of the
tube, and the variation of static-pressure error with inclination is the
ssznefor angles of attack and angles of yaw. The static-pressureerror
of a tube with this orifice configuration remains within 1 percent of ~
of the velue at a = 0° over an mar range of *out ti” (ref. 12).
The additional error resulting from the inclination of the ttie can be
avoided by pivoting the tube so that it always alines itself with the air-
strean. Because of the relative frsgility of swiveling ttiesj however,
attempts have been made to devise rigid txibeswhich would remain insen-
sitive over an apprecifile range of angle of attack.
The basis of these attempts is the pressure distribution eround a
cylinder. Figure 8 presents the results of pressure-distributiontests
of a 2-inch-dismeter cylinder at angles of attack of 30° and 4-5 and at
low s@sonic speeds (M< 0.2). These curves show the static-pressm
error to be positive on the bottom of the cylinder negative on the top,
6and zero at a circumferentialposition of shut 30 from the bottom.
It would appear, therefore, that insensitivity to inclination might be
accomplished either by locating orifices at a circumferentialposition
of about ~30° or by placing orifices along the top and bottom of the
tube to achieve compensation of the positive snd negative pressures.
The application of both of these methods will be discussed. .
The data from reference 13, as exemplified in figure 8, show that,
at low subsonic speeds snd at a > 30°, the pressure distribution at
circumferentialpositions greater than 30° vsries appreciably with the
Reynolds ntmiber. In another investigation (ref. 14) in which cylinders
at a = 90° were tested at higher Mach nunibers(0.3 to 2.9), the effect
of Reynolds nuniberon the pressure distribu~~on wai found to be negligible
at supersonic speeds.
Orifices at *30° location.- The effect of angle of attack at sub-
sonic speeds for a l-inch-diameterlnibetith orifices located on the
bottom of the tube 30°’on either side of a vertical radius is reported
in reference 15. Ssmple results of these tests (fig. 9) show that the
static-pressure error remains within 1 percent of qc of the value
atu=OO for angles of attack up to at le=t 20° at M = 0.30 and
to 9° at M= 0.65. At,angles of yaw the angular range for an error
of 1 percent of ~ is about t5° (ref. 15).
*
.
.
.
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Supersonic tests of a 0.05-inch-dim.ueter
circumferentialposition of *33° are reported
brations of this ttie (fig. 10) show that the
9
probe with orifices at a
in reference 8. The cdi-
static-pressure Error
remains within 1 percent of qc for sngles of attackup to 17” at
M= 1.56 andup to at least 8° at M = 2.92.
Supersonic tests of a 0.63-inch-dimneter tfie with orifices at a
circumferentialposition of *37.5° are reported in reference 16. The
results of these tests (fig. 11) show the static-pressure error to remain
within 1 percent of q for angles of attackup to at least @ at
c
M = 1.57 andat least-150 at M = 1.88.
Orifices on top and bottom of tube.- Calibrations at angles of attack
of a 0.91-tich-dismeterthe with four orifices on the top of the ttie
and seven on the bottom were determined at seversl Mach nu??ibersbetween
0.20 andO.68 (ref..l7). Data for these two Mach numbers (fig. 12) show
that the static-pressure error remains within 1 percent of qc of the
value at a = 0° for angles of attackup to @o at M = 0.20 andti
180 at M = 0.68. At some singleof attack *eve 30° end at M *eve 0.3
the static pressure registered by the ttie increases sbruptly ad fluc-
tuates erratically. For angles of attack between 15° and 30° and Mach
numibersbetween 0.2 and 0.68 the static-pressure error was found to
increase as much as 2 percent of qe for a change in Reynolds nmiber
(based on the local velocity and th~ diameter of the ttie) of fram
100,000 tO 250,000. Because of the unsymnetric arrangement of the ori-
fices, the sensitivity of the tube at angles of yaw is, like that of
the +30° orifice arrangement, much greater than at @es of attack.
At angles of yaw the error remained wit~ 1 percent of ~ over an
angular range oft5° at M=O.2.
Tests of an 0.88-tich-dismeter static-pressure tube with four ori-
fices on the top of the tube and seven on the bottan were conducted at
M= ~.6to I.10 (ref. 18). The calibrations of this tube at M = 0.6,
0.8, and 1.0 (fig. 13) show the static-pressure errors to remain within
1 percent of qc of the value at a = 0° for angles of attack up to ll”
at M between 0.6 and 1.0.
The effect of angle of attack on a 0.91-inch-dismeter laibewith
four orifices on the top of the tube snd six on the bottom was deterrdned
at supersonic speeds through en sngle-of-attack.rangeof *P. The
results, as presented in reference 7, showed that, for this range of angle
of attack, the static-pressure error remained within ebout 0.4 percent
of q= of the value at u = 0° at M = 1.62 and 1.93.
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Conical Static-PressureTubes
Orifices on the surface of a cone have been proposed for the meas-
urement of static pressure at supersonic speeds.
Experimental data for an orifice at two locations near the nose of
a 3° cone sre presented in figure 14. These data were obtained from
tests in the Lsmgley 8-foot transonic tunnel at values of a between
1° and -1° and M = 0.20 to 1.13. me calibrations show the static-
pressure errors for the two orifice locations to remain within about
1 percent of ~ over the rsnge of Mach nunibertested.
Tests of orifices on a conical-nosebody of revolution at M = 1.59
are reported in reference 19. In these tests four orifices were located
0.29 msxirmm body diameter from the front of a parabolic body of revo-
lution with sm apex angle of 15°. For the test Mach number (1.59) the
results indicate that the static-pressureerror is about 6 percent of q
at an angle of attack of OO.
Orifice Size and Configuration
The static-pressureerrors due to the axial and circumferentialloca-
tion of the orifices, as discussed in the previous sections, apply to
tubes with orifices which are accurately drilled and free frmnburs, pro-
tuberances, or depressions. Variations in the diameter snd edge shape
of the orifices can result in additional errors in the static-pressure
measurements.
*
.
The influence of orifice dismeter on the measured static pressure
has been investigatedwith orifices on the inside wall of a cylindrical
test section (ref. 20). The tests were conducted for orifice diameters
of 0.006 to 0.125 inch over a Mach nuniberrange of about 0.4 to 0.8.
The results of the tests at these two Mach numbers (fig. 15(a)) show the
static-pressure error to increase with both orifice diameter and Mach
nuniber.
The effect of orifice diameter has also been determined for two
orifice dismeters on a 0.5-inch-dismeter static-pressuretube at M . 1.45
in an investigationmade at the Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., by T. W. Buquoi,
L. E. Lundquist, andJ. M. Stark. The results of these tests showed that
an increase of 0.025 to 0.052 inch in the orifice diameter caused the
static-pressure error to increase by 0.6 percent of ~ at u = OO.
In other tests of reference 20, the effect of varying the cross-
sectional shape of the orifice edge was investigated with 0.032-inch-
dismeter orifices on the inside wall of a cylindrical test section.
.
Sample results of these tests are presented in figure 15(b), which gives
.
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the difference between the static-pressure error of each orifice config-
uration and that of a sharp-edge orifice of the same diameter.
In the previously mentioned investigation of Buquoi, Lundquist, and
Stark at Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., the effect of elongating the ori-
fices in a 0.5-inch-dhmeter static-pressuretube was also investigated.
The three configurations tested are shown in figure lfic); the differ-
ences in the static-pressure errors of the configurate.pns,as referenced
to a tube with 0.025-inch-diameter orifices encircling it, are given for
the tubes at a = 0° and M = 2.55 and 3.67.
STATIC-PRESSURE ERRORS OF ~STALLATIONS
Static-pressure sources (tubes and vents) have been located at
numerous positions on or near the aircraft. Static-pressure tnibeshave
been located shead of the fuselage nose, ahead of the wing, and ahead
of the vertical tail fin. Static-pressure vents have generally been
located on the fuselage between the nose and the wing or between the
ting and the tail surfaces. The choice of type and location of the
static-pressure source will depend on numerous considerations, such as
the configuration and speed range of the aircraft, the accuracy required,
pressure lag, icing, and the possibility of dsmage due to ground hadling.
For any practical location of the static-pressure.source,the install-
ation will have a position error which will vary to some degree with
Mach nuniberand angle of attack. The position error will, therefore,
vary with impact pressure, static pressure, aircraft weight, and normal
acceleration. The error may also vary with changes in the configuration,
and thus the flow field, of the airplane
- for example, changes in flap
setting and lsnding-gesr extension. As the flow field about sm airplane
is markedly different for the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed
rsmges, the position errors for locations nesr the airplane msy be
expected to be quite different in each of the three speed ranges.
b the discussion to follow, the static-pressureerrors of the
various installations sre presented as a function of Mach nmber or lift
coefficient. Wherever possible, the effects of Mach nuniberand lift
coefficient have been separated. In those cases where the static-pressure
errors of level-flight calibrations are plotted aa a function of Mach
number, the lift coefficient varies throughout the Mach number rsmge.
At the high stisonic and transonic Mach nunibersat which these calibra-
tion were performed, however, the variation of lid% coefficient was
small.
.
The static-pressure errors represent the overall static-pressure
errors of the installation, that is, the sum of the position errors and
.
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the static-pressureerrors of the pressure source. Diagrams of the
.
static-pressuretubes used for the airplane“installationsare presented
in figure 16, and the type of tube used with each installation is noted
in the calibration figures.
*
Static-PressureErrors Ahead of Fuselage Nose
At Mach numbers below that at which a shock passes the static-
pressure orificesl the position error at a given distance ahead of the
fuselage nose is determined by the shape of the nose and the maximum ‘
diameter of the body.
Effect of nose shape.- The effect of nose shape was investigated
in wind-tunnel tests of bodies of revolution (fineness ratio, 8.3) with
circular, elliptical, and elongated ogival noses (ref. 21). The tests
were conducted at a Mach number of about 0.2 end at a . OO. The results
of the tests (fig. 17) show that, for a given distance ahead of the body,
the position errors were greatest for the circular nose and least for
the elongated ogival nose. At a distance of 1 dismeter, for example,
the errors were about 9, 4, and 1 percent, respectively, for the circular,
elliptical, and elongated ogival noses. At 2 diameters the effect of
variations in nose shape had diminished considerably.
The static-pressureerrors at three distances
)
(b, 1, and 1* fuselage ~
diameters ahead of a fuselage were measured on an airplane with an ellip-
tical nose section (ref. 22). The results of these tests at sm.11 angles
of attack (~ = 0.2) are shown in figure 18 together with the data for the” “
elliptical nose model taken from figure 17.
Effect of Mach nuniber.-The effect of’Mach nuuber on the static-
pressure errors ahead of two bodies of revolution at trsnsonic speeds
was determinedby wing-flow tests (ref. 25). The nose shapes (that por-
tion ahead of the maximum-diemeter station) of the two bodies (fig. 19(a))
were similar. The nose shape of body A was developed from a circular
arc, whereas the shape of body B was based on that of an actual airplane.
The calibration of three installations onbodyB (fig. 19(a)) shows that,
when the critical Mach nuniberof the body is reached> the error begins
to increase because the effect of negative pressures on the rear of the
body are then tiinishedby the shock which forms around the msxhum
body dismeter. When the free-stresmMach.nuniberbecomes supersonic, a
shock wave forms shead of the body and the static-presswe error continues
to increase as the shock moves toward the body. When the.shock wave
passes the orifices on the tube, the error falls to a value near zero}
because the pressure field of the body is then isolated from the orifices, .
At the Mach number at which the shock wave passes the orifices, and at
all higher Mach nuaibers,the pressure registeredby the orifices should
&
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be that of the isolated tube. -However, if the shock, after passing the
orifices, interacts with the boundary layer to form a complex shock pat-
tern in the vicinity of the orifices, the static-pressure error following
the drop from the peak error will be slightly higher than that of the iso-
lated tube. In this case, the static-pressure error will not return to
that of the isolated tube until some higher Mach number has been reached.
In reference 23 it was shown that, for slender bodies having similar
nose shapes, the position errors below the criticsl Mach nuuiberof the
body and the peak errors just prior to the shock passage can bothbe
correlated by the use of parameters which include the length as well as
the diameter of the body. The manner in which the data of reference 23
correlate is shown in figure 19(b), which includes a theoretical curve
for a parabolic-arc body calculated on the basis of the linearized sti-
qonic theory. For the bodies considered, the peak errors are about twice
the subsonic errors.
The calibration at trsn’sonicspeeds of a static-pressurettie ahesd
of the nose of the airplane of w~chbody B of figure 19 was a model
(ref. 24) ispresented in figure 20. These data confirm the results of
the model tests by showing (1) the rapid increase in the static-pressure
error at Mach nunibersnear 1.0 and (2) the discontinuity which occurs
in the calibration when the fuselage bow wave passes the static-pressure
orifices. The static-pressure errors of this sdrpl.sneat values of M
between 0.8 snd 1.0 and those of a number of other airplanes with somewhat
similar nose shapes are plotted in figure 21 as a function of x/D. For
a fuselage with a more elongated nose, the static-pressureerrors will,
as shown in figure 22, be considerably lower.
The calibrations of fuselage-nose installations up to low supersonic
speeds indicate that, after the body bow wave and any boundary-layer-shockt
interaction have passed downstream of the orifices, the static-pressure
error becomes that of the isolated tube smd should remain at this value
for all higher Mach nuribers. That the static-pressureerror remains
small at higher supersonic speeds has been shownby calibration tests
of a nose-boom installation on a free-flight rocket model. In this caJ.i-
bration, the error dropped to zero when the free-stresm Mach nunber becsme
supersonic and remained zero up to M = 4.5.
Effect of angle of attack.- The variatim of static-pressure error
with angle of attack for a nuniberof positions ahead of bodies of revo-
lution was investigated during the tests reported in reference 21. The
results of these tests (fig. 23) show the error to decrease with
increasing angle of attack. The change in static-pressure error for a
given dhange in singleof attack is greatest near the nose and decreases
tith distance from the nose. At a distance of 1 diameter ahead of the
nose, the change in static-pressure error for a change in angle of attack
.
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of 300 is about 8 percent of qc for the circular nose, and 2 percent “
of qc for the elongated ogival nose.
In reference 25, the position errors ahead of slender parabolic-arc
.
bodies of revolution at angles of attackwere calculated on the basis
of the subsonic linearized theory. Comparison between the theoretical
and measured values for a body of revolution with a fineness ratio of 6
at a Mach number of 0.2 showed the theory to be valid for distances
greater than 0.5 body diameter ahead of the body and for angles of attack
less than 20°. .
The effect of angle of attack on the static-pressureerrors of
fuselage-nose installations on airplanes at low and high subsonic speeds
(refs. 22 and 24) is presented in figure 24. For lift coefficients up to
O.~, the effect of angle of attack is negligible. At CL above 0.5 the
static-pressureerrors of the installations on airplene A decrease with
—
~crea8& CL. However, for other combinations of fuselage-nose shape,
boom length, orientation of orifices on static-pressuretube, end Mach
number, the static-pressureerror may increase at high angles of attack.
Effect of nose inlet.- The position errors at various distances
ahead of a body of revolution with a nose imlet were determinedly wing-
flow tests (ref. 23). The tests were conducted at transonic speeds and
at a = OO. The inlet velocity ratio varied from about 0.68 at M = 0.7
to 0.57 at M = 1.0. The results of the tests (fig. 25(a)) show the same -
general variation of static-pressureerror with Mach nuriiberas the instal-
lations on sharp-nosebodies (fig. 19(a)). The variation of the static-
pressure error at stisonic speeds (M = 0.7) with distance ahead of the “
body (fig. 25(b)) is also similar to that of the sharp-nosebodies. In
other tests to determine the effect of inlet velocity, it was found that
the static-pressureerror increased when the inlet velocity ratio
decreased.
Calibrations of nose-boom installations ahead of an airplane having
a nose inlet (ref. 26) are given in figure 26. For these tests the ori-
fices were located at various distances slong abocun extending from the
upper lip of the inlet. The calibrations of these installations exhibit
the same variation of static-pressuree~or with llachnumber as an instal-
lation ahead of a pointed-nose fuselage (fig. 20). The variation of the
static-pressureerrors with orifice location for a nuniberof other atr-
planes with nose inlets is shown in figure 27 for M = 0.80 to 1.00.
.
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-i Static-Pressure Errors Ahead of Wings
.Priorto the passage of the shock over the static-pressure orifices,
.
the position error at a given distsnce ahead of the wing of an airplane
depends on the Ehape of the airfoil section, the maximum thickness of
the airfoil, the sweepback angle of the wing, and the spanwise location
of the static-pressure tube. In order to avoid the influence of the
fuselage and the wake of any propellers, static-pressure tubes are usually
installed on the outboard span of the wing. The lengths of tubing between
tinestatic-pressure tube and the instruments, however, may create undesir-
able problems as regards the pressure lag of the installation.
Effect of location of orifices.- Calibrations of static-pressure
installations at various distsnces ahead of the leading edge of the wing
tip of an unswept-wing airplane were determined at low subsonic speeds
(ref. 22). The variation of static-pressure error df these instal-
lations (at small sngles of attack) with distance ahead of the wing,
expressed as a multiple of the msxlmumwing thiclmess, is given in fig-
ure 28. At x/t = 10 (or 1 chord length for a 10-percent-thick airfoil),
the error is about 1 percent, and it decreases only slightly with
increasing distance ahead of the wing. The static-pressure.errors of
wing-tip installations on nine other unswept-wing airplanes with shilar
airfoil sections we also plotted in figure 28. This variation of static-
pressure error with distance ahead of a wing tip is similar to that shead
of a transverse stem shown in figures 4 and 5.
.
Effect of Mach number (unswept wings).- The variation of static-
pressure error with Mach nuniberfor a static-pressure tube located ahead
of the wing tip of an unswept-wing airplane at transonic speeds (ref. 24)
is presented in figuxe 29. The calibration of this installation is similar
to that of the fuselage-nose installations up to the Mach ntier at which
the discontinuity due to shock passage occurs. At this point, however,
the error fslls to a negative vslue and then, with increasing Mach nmiberj
begins to increase to positive values. The explanation for this behavior
may best be illustratedby diagrsms of the shock waves ahesd of the air-
plane (fig. 30). At a Mach nmiber of about 1.03, the wing bow wave has
passed the orifices, thus effectively isolating them from the pressure
field of the wing. At this Mach nuniber,the pressure at the orifices is
influenced by the negative pressures around the rear portion of the fuse-
lage nose, the effect of which extends outward along Mach lines from the
surface of the fuselage. As the Mach nuuiberincre-es, the Mach lines
slant backward, and the orifices come under the influence of the positive
pressures around the forward portion of the fuselsge nose smd behind the
fuselage bow wave. At some higher Mach number, the fuselage bow wave will
traverse the orifices, which will thenbe isolated from the flow fields
of both wing and fuselage. At this smd all higher Mach nuaibers,the
static-pressure error will, in the absence of any boundary-layer-shock
interaction,be that of the tube itself. It shouldbe noted that, when
.
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the wing or fuselsge bow shock is in the vicinity of the static-pressure .
orifices, the static-pressuree~or may vary consider~l.ywith angle of
sideslip. For this reason a wing-tip installation at M> 1.0 is much
more sensitive to angle of sideslip than a fuselage-nose installation. l
Effect of angle of attack (unswept whg s).- The variation of static-
pressure error with lift coefficient at low subsonic Mach nunibers
(0.1 to 0:36) for various distances ehead of the wing tip of an unswept-
wing airplane (ref. 22) is given in figure 31. These data show that,
for lift coefficients up to 0.7, the effect of angle of attack is smell
for distances of x/t = 4.2 or greater. At higher lift coefficients,
however, the effect of angle of attack is appreciable even for values
of x~t as large as 16.8.
The effect of angle of attack on the static-pressureerrors of a
wing-tip installationwi.th x/t = 4.1 (ref. 27) at higher mibsonic speeds
(upto M= 0.80) is presented in figure 32. For the range of CL
covered by the tests, the curves show that, at Mach nunibersbetween
0.30 and 0.60, the static-pressureerror decreases with lift coefficient.
At M = 0.70, the effect of angle of attack is negligible, emdwith
increasing Mach ntier (up to M = 0.80), the static-pressureerror
increases with lift coefficient.
Effect of Mach number (swept wings).- Calibrations of static-pressure
tubes ahead of the wing tips of two swept-wing airplanes (refs. 28 and 29) .
are presented in figure 33. In one case the static-pressurettie was
located 16t ahead of a 35° swept wing; in the other the the was located
8.4t aheadof a40° swept wing. The calibrations of these installations
differ from those of wing-tip installations on unswept wings in that the
.
static-pressure errors do not drop abruptly sfter the peak error is
reached, but decrease toward zero at a more gradual rate.
Effect of sagle of attack (swept wings).- The variation of static-
pressure error with normal-force coefficient for a wing-tip instslllation
on a swept-wing airplane at transonlc speeds (ref. 28) is presented in
figure 34. These data show that at M = 0.75 to 0.90 the static-pressure
errors increase with singleof attack as
installation at M = 0.75 to 0.80 (fig.
Static-PressureErrors Aheed
in the case of the unswept-wing
32).
of Vertical Tall Fin
Calibrations at trexmonic speeds of static-pressuretubes ahesd of
the tip of the vertical tail fins of two free-flightmodels sre given in
figure 35. One of these was a free-f&lJ_nmdel of a canard airplme with
the static-pressuze orifices located 13.5t shead of the tail fin. The
other was a rocket-propelledmodel of em airplane conf@uration with the
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orifices 16.7t shesd of the tail fin. Although the magnitudes of the
errors of both the installations are open to question (because of uncer-
tainties in the telemetered measurements), the curves msy be accepted
as an ~proximate indication of the type of static-pressure-errorvsria-
tion to be expected for a verticsl-tail-fin instdlat ion in the transonic
speed range.
Static-Pressure Errors of Vents on Fuselage (Models)
For the purpose of locating a fuselage static-pressure vent, the
fuselage may, in a very general way, be ltiened to a static-pressuretube.
As tith the static-pressuret~e, the pressure at a fuselage vent at zero
angle of attack is determinedly the axisl location of the orifice along
the body. The pressure at a given point on the body may, of course, be
modified by the blocking effect or the wake of smy protuberances extending
from the body. At angles of attack other than Oo, the pressure at a fuse-
lage vent is, as with the static-pressuretube, deterdinedby the circum-
ferential orientation of the orifice.
Static-pressure vents have generally been located on opposite sides
of the fuselage in order to minimize angle-of-sideslip effects. CsJd.-
brations, at angles of sideslip, of a vent installation in which two
vents were located at approximately ~7° from the bottom of a circular
fuselsge are reported in reference 30. The results showed that at ~
angle of sideslip of 4°, the maximum singlereached in the tests, the
static-pressure error variedby 0.2 percent of ~ from the value at
zero angle of sideslip. When the cross section of the fuselage is cir-
cular, the orifices may also be located at approximately *30° from the
bottom of the body to minimize angle-of-attack effects.
Because of the complex nature of the pressure distribution along
the fuselage of sm airplane, it is difficult to predict, with any degree
of certainty, those locations where the static-pressure error will be
mininmml. It is customary, therefore, to make pressure-distribution tests
in a wind tunnel with a detailed replica of the airplane, and to choose
from the results a nuniberof locations that appeax promistig for static-
pressure vents. These locations me then calibrated on the full-scsle
airplane and the best location is chosen for the operational installation.
In reference 31, the calibrations of fuselsge-vent installations on a
number of airplanes are compsred with cmnparable installations on wind-
tunnel models of these airplanes. For the low speeds at which these tests
were conducted (below 175 knots), the results showed that the errors of
the airplane installations couldbe predicted fran the model tests to
within i2percent of ~.
Effect of axial location of vents.- PreSsure-distribution studies
of a body of revolution (ref. 32) provide a generalized indication of
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the pressure vsriation which might be expected along the fuselage of an
airplane or missile. Ssmple results of these tests, which were conducted
with a body of revolution with a fineness ratio of 12 at transonic speeds
andata= .oo, are presented in figure 36. ~ese curves show that for
~ given Mach ntier there ue at least two axial.locations, one on the
forward portion and the other on the rearward portion of the fuselage,
where the static-pressureerror equals zero. It is evident, however,
that these axial locations vary appreci~ly with Mach number. .
Pressure-distributiontests of prolate spheroids (with aspect ratios
of 6 and 10) and of a typicsl.transonicbody me reported in reference 33.
In these tests the pressures over the forward half of the bodies were
measured at M = 0.3 to 0.95 and at a = O“to 7.70.
Effect of Mach nuniber.-The vsriation with Mach nuniberof the static-
pressure error of orifices at three axial locations along abody of revo-
lution (ref. 32) is given in figure 37. These curves show that the mag-
nitude and variation of static-pressureerror change considerdlil.yalong
the body. In contrast to most of the static-pressure-tubeinstallations,
the vsriation of static-pressureerror with Mach number for these vent
installations is comparatively irregulu. These variations, it mustbe
renmibered, apply to a simple body without protfiersnces of any kind.
For sn actual flight vehicle with wings, tail surfaces, @eternal stores,
and so forth, the pressure variation with Mach number can be expected
to be much more cmplex.
The calibration of a vent on the cylindricalportion of the fuselage
of a rocket-propelledmodel of an aircraft configuration at transonic
and supersonic speeds is presented in figure 38. The single orifice was
located on the top of the fuselsge at 0.28 of the fuselage length behind
the nose.
.
4
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Effect of circumferentiallocation of vents.- The possibility of
minimizing the effect of angle of attack by properly locating the orifices
around the circumference of a.fuselage was investigated in reference 34.
This study was based on tests with a body of revolution of fineness
ratio 12.2 at M = 1.59 smdat angles of attack upto 360 (ref. 35).
In this investigation (ref. 35) complete circumferential.pressure dis-
tributions were obtained with orifices located at 12 stations along the
body. The circumferential.pressure distribution for an orifice located
at the msxhum-dismeter station is given in figure 39 as a typical msmple
of the results obtained. Rrcm these curves it would appear that the
opthmxn location for static-pressurevents at this station wouldbe
about *@” fiomthe bottom of the body. For this orientation of the
orifices, the static-pressure error remains within about 1/2 percent
of q of the value at a = OO (-3 percent of q) for angles of attack
up to 200. For the other axial locations tested, the optimum
.
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circumferential location and the range of angle of attack over which the
error remained small differed from those at the maximum-diameter station.
Sta%ic-fiessure Errqrs of Vents on Fuselage (Airplam)
An example of the type of calibration which msybe expected for
a static-pressure-ventinsttiation at transonic speeds (ref. 28) iS
given in figure 40(a). The static-pressurevents of this installation
were on each side of the nose of a jet fighter with a nose inlet and 35°
swept wings. T!hecalibration of this installation showed the static-
pressure error to change shruptly at a Mach nuniberof dbout 0.98. This
abrupt change is believed to be causedby passage of shock waves, which
form in the local supersonic flow field around the nose of the fuselage,
over the vents. The fact that the variations occur over a rsmge of Mach
nuniber(0.97 to 0.99) is probably due to asymmetry of the shock waves
on each side of the fuselsge which results from variations in sngle of
sideslip.
The effect of @e of attack on a fuselage vent (ref. 28) is shown
in figure 40(b). At a Mach number of 0.75, the error begins to vary with
normal-force coefficient at values of ~ dove 0.3. At the higher Mach
numbers (M = 0.95) the effect of normal-force coefficient becomes evident
at values of C!N below 0.1. b comparison with the data of fuselage-
nose end wing-tip boom systm on the ssme airplane (ref. 28), the
fusehge-vent installation was shown to be sf’fectedto a much greater
extent by angle of attack.
Vent Configuration
The pressure registeredby a fuselage static-pressurevent depends
not only on its location on the fuselage but also on any protuberances
or skin-contour variations in the vicintty of the orifice. The error
of a vent installed on a pressurized fuselage may also change if the
skin on which the vent is mounted flexes with pressurization.
Model tests of the effect of protuberances in the vicinity of a
vent, waviness of the skin, and proximity of rivets are reported in
reference 36. The results of these tests showed that relatively small
imperfections in the surface surrounding the orifice can produce sizsble
-es in the position error. Sample data showing the effect of pro-
tuberances smd skin waviness on the pressure of a 0.23-inch-dismeter
orifice at a speed of In knots sre presented in figure 41.
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For some fuselage-vent installations, specislly designed protuber-
.
antes have been installed nesr the vents in an attempt to cxxupensatefor
the position errors at the vent location. Tests of several types of pro- .
tuberances and indentations intended as aerodynamic compensators for fuse-
lage vents are reported in reference 37. ‘
Conversion Factors
The static-pressureerrors in this report have in most cases been
expressed as a fraction of the tipact pressure q=. The errors sxe some-
times expressed in other nondimensional fo=s such as Ap/p or L@.
For the convenience of the reader, a chsrt for converting 4/~ to 4/p
is given in fi
r
e 42. ~erts from reference 38 for converting
Ap/q and @ p to L&@ are presented in figure 43.
c
COMPARISON OF INSTALLATIONS
As stated earlier, the choice of type and location of the static-
pressure tube or vent depends on a nutriberof factors. If the magnitude
of the static-pressureerror is the prime consideration,the selection
will depend largely on the configuration of the aircrei% end the speed
range through which it is eqected to operate. .
A comparison of the calibrations of the various installationspre-
sented in this report indicates that, for an airplane designed to fly
.
at supersonic speeds, a static-pressuretube located shead of the fuselsge
nose will, in general.,be the most desirable installation. This selection
is based on the fact that the calibration has only one discontinuity
(when the fuselage bow wave passes the orifices) and that at higher super-
sonic speeds the error will, for the usual-case, be that of the isolated
tube. In addition, the sensitivity of this installation to angle of
sideslip at supersonic speeds will be that of the isolated tube. At
subsonic smd transonic speeds, the errors at a given distance shead of
the nose (in terms of fuselage diameters) depends on the shwpe of the
nose section. As these errors decrease with increasing fineness ratio
of the nose section, the static-pressureerror of an installation shesd
of a fuselege with a long pointed nose willbe comparatively small through-
out the speed range. An illustration of this fact maybe seen from the
calibration In figure 22. For installations ahead of blunter fuselage-
nose sections, the errors at subsonic and transonic speeds will be con-
siderably higher.
If the operating range of the airplane is confined to speeds below
.
sonic, a static-pressuretube ehead of the wing tip may, for scme eirplane
.
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configurations,prove nmre satisfactory than a fuselage-nose installation.
At equal distances ahead of the wing and fuselsge nose, for exan@e, the
static-pressure error (at stisonic speeds) of the wing-tip installation
will.ordinarily be smaller thm that of the fuselage-nose installation.
The relative magnitudes of the errors of the two installations will, of
course, depend on the relative values of the wing thickness and fuselage
dkneter and on the shape of the fuselsge-nose section.
At speeds dove sonic, a wing-tip installation will genersllybe
less desirable than a fuselage-nose instdllationbecause of the relatively
high sensitivity of the wing-tip installation to angle of sideslip, par-
ticularly at the Mach ntiers at which the wing or fuselage shock waves
are near the static-pressure orifices. In addition, the calibrations of
wing-tip installations at supersonic speeds sre more difficult to apply
because of the two discontinuities which occur when the wing snd fuselage
bow waves pass the orifices.
For operation in the subsonic speed range, a static-pressure-ttie
installation ahead of a vertical tail fin my, for some configurations,
offer certain advantages. In ccmrp=ison with a wing-tip installation,
for exsmple, the thinner sections of verticsl tail fins permit the use
of shorter booms to achieve an equivalent static-pressure error. Because
of the complex nature of the shock waves which form on the wing and fuse-
lsge, however, it would appesr advisable to limit the use of vertical-
tail-fin installations to Mach nunibersbelow approx~tely 0.8.
.
Subsonic calibrations of numerous fuselsge-vent installations on
airplanes (not included in this report) have demonstrated that acceptdle
. static-pressure errors can be obtained through a Mach nuniberrange up
to about 0.8. The model tests presented in figure 37s however) show~
irregular variations of static-pressure error with Mach nmiber at tran-
sonic speeds. Furthermore, if the vents sre near the fuselage nose, the
static-pressure errors, as shown in figure 40, are apt to fluctuate errat-
ically because of variations in angle of sideslip. It maybe concluded,
therefore, that fuselage vents, properly located and instslled, msy pro-
vide satisfactory calibrations at stisonic speeds up to M = 0.8.
FLIGHT CALIBRATIONMETEOM
,
The calibration of an airspeed installation is usually accqlished
by determining the errors in the pitot and static systems independently.
The pitot system csmbe calibrated quite s~ly by comparison with a free-
swiveling total-pressure tube or a shielded ttie (of the type described
in ref. 2) installed on the test airplsne. The total-pressure error of
.
the system being calibrated cambe determined with a high degree of
22
accuracy, since
can be measured
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the difference between the total pressures of the two tubes l
directly with a differential pressure indicator or recorder.
The calibration of the static-pressuresystem maybe performed by any -
one of a number of methods of varying degrees of complexity smd accuracy.
The choice of the calibrationmethod will, in general.,depend on the
instrumentationavailable, the accuracy required, end the ranges of speed
and lift coefficient over which the airplane is to be calibrated. As the
procedure and instrumentationof most of the methods are quite involved, “-
only a general.description of each of the methods will be given here.
Detailed information may be obtained by reference to the original reports. -
Speed-Course Method
In the speed-coursemethod, the true airspeed of the airplane is
determined by measuring the time required for the airplane to fly at
constant speed and constant altitude between two landmarks (ref. 39).
The effects of winds must be accounted for either by direct measurement
or by elimination (by flying a triangular course or by flying in opposite
directions along a straight-line course). The static-pressureerror is
determinedly comparing the measured indicated airspeed with the correct
indicated air speed (as computed frcm the measured true speed). The
method is limited to speeds above the stall region and to the maximum
speed of the airplane in level flight. The accuracy of the method is
largely dependent on the accuracy of the measurement of time, the con-
stancy of the wind speed, and the degree to which constant airspeed is
maintained throughout the test.
Trailing-Static-Pressure-TubeMethod
The static pressure of the static-pressureinstallation is compared
directly with free-stream static pressure as measuredly a static-pressue
tube suspended on a long csble below the airplsne (ref. 40). The cable
must, of course, be long enough to place the trailing the at a distance
below the airplane where the pressure is approximately ambient. In refer-
ence 40, it was shown that the cable length should be approximately
q to 2 wing spans. The advantage of this calibration method is that
the calibration can be conducted at altitude and at speeds down to the
stall. The maximum speed at which the tests maybe conducted is lhited
by the speed at which the trailing tube encounters inst&bility. The
unstable motions of the towed body which develop ~ove this lfmiting
airspeed have been attributed to c~le oscillations which originate near
the airplsme and are amplifiedby aerodynamic forces as they travel down .
the cable (ref. 41). Simple trailing tubes which depend on the weight
of the body to keep them below the airplane have a maxhnum usable speed
.
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of approxhately M = 0.4. A more compl= trailhg tube with wings set
at a negative angle of incidence to keep it below the airplsne has been
. towedto a Mach number of 0.85 (ref. 27). The accuracy which csnbe
achieved by this method is relatlvel.yhigh because the difference between
the system and free-stream presmres canbe measured directly with a dif-
ferential pressure instrument.
.
Aneroid Method “
Basically, the aneroid method consists in measuring the static
pressure developedby the static-pressure system of the airplane at a
known height and measuring the free-stresm.staticpressure at the seine
height. The static-pressure error of the installation is then determined “-
as the difference between these two pressures. The pressure developed
by the static-pressuretube maybe measured either tith an .dmolute-
pressure gage or with an altimeter. The measurement of the reference
height and of the free-streem static pressure at this height -be accom-
—
plished by my one of a vsxiety of methods to be described.
.
.
Reference landmsrk.- The simplest form of the aneroid method is that
in which the reference height is established as the top of a tall tower
or building of known height (ref. 42). The free-stresm static pressure
at the reference height ~ be determined directly with an absolute-
pressure gage or altimeter located at the top of the landmsrk. This
measurement may also be determined by measuring the atmospheric pressure
and temperature at the ground and computing the pressure at the reference
height on the basis of the standard lapse rate. The flight calibration
procedure consists in measuring the static pressure of the sArplane instal-
lation as the airplane flies past the landmark in level flight at constant
speed. Any deviations in the height of the airplane above or below the
reference height msy be determined either by visusl.observation or by
photographing the airplane from the landmark. The speed range of the
calibration is limited to speeds ~ove the stall and below the maximum
level-flight speed of the airplane. Because of the ease sridprecision
with which the reference height and the free-stresm static pressure can
be measured, the static-pressure error of the installation maybe deter-
mined with a relatively high degree of accuracy. The principal disad-
vsmtsges of this method are the fact that the calibration is limited to
level-flight speeds snd the hazards involved in flying the airplane nesr
the ground.
Photographic.- The height of the airplane maybe determined either
by photographing the airplane as it passes over a c~a directed verti-
cally ~wsrd from the @ound or by photographing reference lsmdmarks on
the ground with a csmera pointed vertically downward from the airplane.
In either case, the height of the airplsne is calculated from the focal
length of the cemera and a comparison of the size of the image on the
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film with the true tienstons of the object. For accurate measurements,
corrections must be a~lied for any deviations of the airplane from zero
singleof bank. The free-stream static pressure at the reference height
is computedby using the standard lapse rate and measurements of pressure ‘
and temperature at the ground. Because the accuracy of the determination
of free-stresm static pressure by means of these computations decreases
as the altitude of the airplane is increased, it may be ed.visablein some
cases to determine the stream pressure by flying the airplane at a speed
for which the installation has been previously calibratedby another
method, for exsmple, the reference-lsmhusrkmethod.
The calibration procedure consists in flying the airplane at constant
speed and altitude over the.~ound station. Although the speed range of
the calibration is the same as that of the reference-lsndnarkmethod,
this method is less hazardous because the tests can be conducted at
higher sltitudes. In one ap@ication of this method, satisfactory
calibrationshave been made at heights of 300 to 800 feet (ref. 43).
An attempt to use the method at much higher altitudes (25,000 to
30,000 feet) did not prove very successful (ref. 44).
Geometric.- In the first of two forms of the gec%netricmethod
(described in ref. 45), the height of the airplane is determinedby
flying the airplane at constant speed end altitude over a predetermined
ground course such as a Line down a runway, and in measuring the elevation
angle of the airplane from a ground station that is a known distance from
the ground course. For best results, the distance of the ground station -
from the ground course shouldbe shout the ssme as the height at which
the airplane is expectedto fly. The elevation angle of the airplsne
may be determined with either a visual tndicator (sighting stand of .
ref. 45) or a phototheodolite. Lateral deviations of the flight path
of the airplsme from the ground course must be estimated and corrected.
. .
A second, and more accurate, form of this method involves the deter.
mination of the elevation angle of the airplane from two ground stations
located a known distance apsrt and prefer~ly an equsl distance on each
side of the ground course (ref. 45). This method has an advsntsge in
that the flight path of the airplane msy deviate from the ground course
without affecting the accura~ of the height measurement. In either of
these methods the free-stresm static pressure at the reference height
is calculatedly using the standard lapse rate and measurements of pres-
sure and temperature at some reference point on the ground, or it is
measured by flying the airplane at a speed for which the calibrationhas
been determined by other mesns.
Reference airplane.- The reference height msybe est~llshedby
another airplsne flying at a low and consttit s~eed and at constant
pressure altitude (refs. 42 and 46). The static-pressure system of the
reference airplsme must have been previously calibrated for the speed
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at which it is flown in order to determine the free-stremn static pres-
sure at the reference height. The test airplane is then flown at a
.
series of constant speeds past the reference airplane. Corrections for
any differences between the height of the two airplanes csn be determined
most accurately by photographing the test airplane as it flies past the
reference airplane.
Radar phototheodolite.- In another form of the aneroid method, the
height of the airplane is calculated from the slant range and elevation
angle of the airplane as measuredly a radar-phototheodoliteassembly
located at a ground station (ref. 38). The radar sntenna is directed
at the test airplane by a sepsrate optical tracking unit operated through
a servo system. The radar-phototheodoliteasseniblyconsists of a radar
unit which has been modified by the addition of (1) an elevation scale
on the radar antenna and a csmera to photograph this scale and (2) a
csmera with a long-focal-length lens mounted at the center of, snd fore-
sighted with, the radsx antenna. The scale csmera provides a measure
of the elevation sngle of the optical.axis of the antenna csmera, snd
the antenna csmera provides a means of correcting for any deviations
of the position of the airplane from the optical sxis of the antenna
camera. A third csmera is installed in the radsr unit to photograph
the range scope. The three csmeras, together with the pressure-zwcorddng
instruments in the airplane, sre all synchronizedby means of radio time
signals transmitted from the airplsne. .
.
As this method permits calibrations of the airplane in dives and
maneuvers as well as in level flight, the tests sre usually conducted
over a rsnge of altitude. The free-stresm static pressure at the ref-
erence altitudes must, therefore, be determined by measuring the variation
of pressure with height over the test sltitude range. This vsriation
of pressure with height my be determinedly any of the following methods:
(1) The test ai@sne is tracked by the radsr phototheodolite as
the airplane climbs through the test altitude range at a low, constant
speed for which the static-pressure error has been determined by other
means. The airplane is then flown through the same atmosphere at the
higher speeds at which the installation is to be calibrated. For best
results it is sdvis~le to repeat the survey after the calibration runs
have been made.
.
(2) For cases in which the airplsae csnnot be flown through the
test altitude range at flight conditions (Mach nunber and lift coef-
ficient) for which the calibration is -own, the free-streeonstatic
pressure at one height (as measured by the radar phototheodolite) is
first determined for one flight condition for which the static-pressure
error is lmown (ref. 47). The airplane is then trackedby radar at other
speeds through the test altitude range. Frcm measurements of temperature
and pressure during this ascent, the pressure P2 at any given he~t ~
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q be determined by means of the following equation: .
where pl is the free-stresm pressure at the start of the test fat
(1) m
)altitude hl , p’ and T~ are the measured pressure =d temperature
at altitude -h, and M’ is the Mach nuniberdetez?ninedfrom the measured
total pressure end the static pressure p‘. The value of n depends
on the temperature recovery factor K of the thermmneter and on the
Mach nuniber. For K = 1, a value of n of ~ (or 0.286) gives
satisfactory results at subsonic and low supers-mic speeds. Computations
of n for other values of K and M are given in reference 47.
(3) A radiosonde transmitting pressure measurements is tra&ed by
the radar phototheodolite through the test altitude range. Although
this method a~ears attractive because of its simplicity, calibration
tests have shown that the radiosonde measfiements are riotsufficiently
accurate to establish the static-pressureerror of an installation to
the accuracy required for most research tests.
(4) The variation of pressure with height at the test altitudes is -
computed from measurements of temperature and pressure transmitted from
a radiosonde. The height at any given pressure level may be computed
from the equation .
(2)
where p and T are simultaneous radiosonde measurements. This equation
indicates that m error in static pressure results in an error in sltitude
of opposite sign. Therefore, in a plot of pressure against altitude, the
error in altitude tends to compensate for the error in static pressure.
As a consequence, the variation of static pressure with aktitude obtained
by this method will.be closer to the actual vsmiatim than that obtained
when the static pressure is measuredly the radio.sondeand tiheheight
of the radiosonde is measuredly a radar theodolite.
Radio sJ.timeter.-The reference height is determinedly mesns of
a radio altimeter instslled in the airplsne (ref. 48). The vsriation
of free-stresm static pressure with height is first determinedly flying
the airplane through the test altitude range at a low constant speed for
which the static-pressuxeerror is kncmn. The calibration tests sre then
performed through the ssme atmosphere, the height of the airplsme being
measured by the radio altimeter.
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Like the radsr-phototheodolitemethod, this method allows the cali-
brations to be conducted at high altitude. me instrumentation required
for this method, however, is nmch simpler and has the advantsge of being
entirely contained within the airplane. The method has the disadvsatage
of requiring a level ground-referenceplane, snd thus it is restricted
to flight over a lsrge body of water. Fran the tests reported in ref-
erence 48, the accuracy of this method was found to be of the sane order
as that of the radar-phototheodolitemethod.
Accelerometer.- In the accelerometermethod (ref. 47), the free-
stresm static pressure at a given height is determined by fQclng the
airplane in level flight at a speed for which the static-pressureerror
has previousl.ybeen determinedly another method. The airplene is then
flown in level flight or in vertical-plane msneuvers at the higher speeds
for which a calibration is desired. From measurements of normal and
longitudinal acceleration snd the attitude angle of the airplane, a
calculation is made of the vertical.veloclty which, when integrated,
provides a measure of the change in height. The height increment is
then conbined with temperature measurements to determine the variation
of free-stream static pressure with height during the calibration run.
An evaluation of this method (ref. 47) as compared with the radsr-
phototheodolite method showed the accuracy of the
coqar~le.
Radar-Temperature Method
two methods to be
In the radar-temperature method, the variation of ambient tempera-
ture with height is first determined by (1) tracking a radiosonde (trans-
mitting temperature measurements) with a radar phototheodolite or (2) com-
puting the height of the radiosonde from equation (2) using values of
pressure and temperature transmitted ha the radiosonde. The test air-
plane is then tracked by the theodolite as the a~lane is flown through
the atmosphere surveyed. During the calibration runs continuous measure-
ments sre made of the total temperature developed by a probe on the air-
plsne. IYom a lmowledge of the total temperature T’ and the smbient
temperature T at a given height, the true Mach number at this height
may be
I&an a
by the
msy be
determined from the equation
—
T’
—= 1+ 0.2KM2
T (3)
comparison of the true Mach numiberwith the Mach nunibermeasured
airplsne installation at this height, the static-pressure error
calculated.
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Temperature Method
.
This method is based on the assuqtion that the temperature end
pressure at a given point in the atmosphere remains unchanged over a
t
short period of time. The method, as described in reference 49, con-
sists in memwring the temperature} static pressure, and total pressure
Rrom the airplene as it is flown through the test altitude rsnge at a ,
speed for which the calibration is known. This survey establishes the
relation between the snibienttemperature and the free-stresrnstatic
pressure. The airplane is then flown through the altitude range surveyed,
and the same measurements are repeated. The values of the indicated
temperature ud total pressure at a given instant in the calibration run,
together with the temperature recovery factor of the thermometer, define
the relation between the snibienttemperature and the indicated static
pressure at that instsnt. Fran a comparison of this temperature with the
temperature-pressurevariation determined in the survey, the free-stream
static pressure at that instsnb is determined. The static-pressureerror
is then found as the difference between the indicated and free-stream
static pressures. Although the instrumentationrequired for this method
is comparatively simple, the measurement of temperature must be very
precise. The accuracy which maybe obtained with this method was deter-
mined in the tests reported in reference ~.
Formation-FlightMethod
.
In the formation-flightmethod, the test ai@ane is flown in for-
mation with another airplane that has a calibrated airspeed system. The
static-pressureerror ~ be determined by comparing either the sltimeter
l
or the airspeed indicator readings of the two airplanes. If airspeed
readings sre compsred, the errors, if any, in the total-pressure systems
of the two airplanes must be taken into account. This method is limited
to the altitude and speed capabilities of the reference airplane. An
evaluation of the accuracy which may be achieved with this method at
speeds between 200 and 400 knots is reported in reference 31.
CONCLUSIONS
From a comparison of the calibrations
pressure-measuring installations (fuselage
tail fin, and fuselage vent) the following
of four types of static-
nose, wing-tip, vertical
conclusionsmay be drawn:
1. For an airplane designed to operate at supersonic speeds,
a static-pressuretube located ahead of the fuselage nose will, in
general, be the most desirshle instd.lation.
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2. If the operating range is confined to speeds below sonic, a
static-pressuretube located ahead of the wing tip rosy,for some airplane
configurations,prove more satisfactory than a fuselage-nose installation.
3. For operation at Wch numbers below o.8, a static-pressuretube
ahead of the vertical tail fin or fuselage vents, properly located and
installed, should prove satisfactory.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., December 17, 1956.
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Figure 7.- Calibration of a static-pressure tube with collar at a = OO.
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Figure 8.- Fresmre distribution sround a cylinder at angles of attack
of 30° and 45° (ref. 13). M< 0.2.
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Figure 9.- Calibration at engles of attack of a static-pressure tube with
orifices at circumferential stations of X“ and -X” (ref. 15).
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Figure 10.- Calibration at angles of attack of a static-pressuretube with
orifices at circumferentialstations of 33° and -33° (ref. 8).
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Figure 1-1.-Calibration at angles of attack of a static-pressure tube with
orifices at circumferenti~ stations of 37.5° snd -37.5° (ref. 16).
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Figure 12.- Calibration at angles of attack of a static-pressure tube with
an unsymmetrical orifice arrangement (ref. 17).
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Figure 14.- Calibration of orifices on the nose section of a conical
static-pressuretube at CL= 1° to -1°.
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Figme 15.- Effect of orifice size and configuration on static-pressure
me~uremnts.
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Figure 17.- Static-pressureerrors at various distances ahead of three
bodies of revolution with different nose shspes. M = 0.21; a . 0°
(ref. 21).
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Figure 19.- Static-pressureerrors at various distances ahead of two
bodies of revolution at a = 0° (ref. 23).
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20.- Calibration in level flight of a static-pressuretube ahead
of sn airplane fuselsge with a pointed nose (ref. 24).
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Figure 24.- Variation of stat
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(b) Vsriation of static-pressureerror with distance aheadof nose.
Figure 25.- Static-pressure errors at three distances shead of a body of
revolution with a nose inlet (ref. 23).
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Figure 27.- Static-pressure errors ahead of six airplane fuselages with
nose inlets.
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Figure 28.- Static-pressure errors at various distances ahead of the wing
tips of unswept-wing airplanes (ref. 22) .
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FiWe 32.-Variation of static-pressuxeerror with lift coefficient for
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Figure 35. - Calibrations of vertical-tail-fin installations on free-
flight models.
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Figure 37.- Calibrations of orifices at three positions along a body of
revolution at u=OO (ref. 52).
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Figuxe 41. - Variation of static-pressure error with configuration of
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